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The Glass Roses Short Essay/response Essay Sample 
A Boy’s Struggle into Manhood For some people, the idea, or even the 

chance to be isolated is praised. The feeling of being alone, away from 

everything else in this world. However, others dread the notion. There is no 

better place that parallels with isolation more then the Canadian North. This 

isolation is felt even stronger by a “ willowy fifteen-year old” boy who begins 

his transition into manhood alone. Isolated both physically and emotionally 

from everything. In the short story, “ The Glass Roses” the author, Alden 

Nowlan provides a setting filled with imagery of a cold, Canadian North 

winter. 

Stephan’s struggle of becoming a man is a very confusing time for him. He is

in a small environment, yet the influences that surround him are strong from

both his father, and Leka or “ The Polack”. Stephan’s father is a “ burly, red 

faced man”, a manly father who did not give much if any emotional 

comforting to his son. He was the “ foremen of the crew” and wanted 

nothing more but to have his son to “ start actin’ like a man”. 

The other man that influenced Stephan’s transition into manhood in the 

North was Leka, the outcast, well at least to the other men. To Stephan’s 

father Leka seemed like a sensitive man, who he even believed to be gay. 

Leka spoke of places and things that all other men Stephan had grown up 

around never spoke of. The one sticking in Stephan’s head the most was the 

idea of the “ glass roses” which had been portrayed one of the many stories 

that Leka told to Stephan. Leka was not like the other men who were always 
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“ spitting and urinating”, and “ spoke only when necessary”, he showed 

Stephan that there are more then one way a man could be a man. The 

symbol of the glass roses symbolize fragility, and in Leka’s story when the 

glass roses broke, the boys had to grow up and become men so quickly. 

Therefore Stephan’s glass roses break when he becomes a man, and that’s 

why Leka told him that story. 
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